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CHRISTIANITY: EUROPE’S LAST HOPE By James Reed

With utterly horrendous things happening in Europe, the extent of which one would have found incredible if
depicted in a horror movie only a few years ago, such as voodoo based prostitution rings:
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2018/02/25/police-bust-voodoo-nigerian-prostitution-ring/

Here comes a spot of good news, about a resistance to the planned destruction of Euro-man: Hungarian leader
Viktor Orbán has called yesterday for a global alliance against migration in his campaign for an 8 April election.
Famously, he has said:
“Soros has antagonised not only us but also England, President Trump and Israel too, ... Everywhere he wants to
get migration accepted. It won’t work. We are not alone and we will fight together … and we will succeed.”
He sees the main threat to his nation coming from the EU and soros-style globalists, who are conducting an
immigration war against traditional Europe: “Orbán has conflated the issue of immigration with the image
of Soros, 87, whose name was used in a tough anti-migrant bill sent to Parliament on Wednesday. Soros, for
his part, compared Orbán unfavourably to both the Nazis and the Communists, saying his rule evoked dark
tones from the 1930’s — when Hungary was allied with Nazi Germany — and was more oppressive than Cold
War Soviet occupation. Orbán has tightened the screws on non-government organisations, particularly ones
funded by Soros, and attempted to close a prominent Soros-founded university. Attributing to Soros, a recent
United Nations plan on creating a global blueprint to handle the migration crisis, Orbán said he anticipated that
powerful allies would help him prevent the UN from greasing the wheels of migration. “Soros has antagonised
not only us but also England, President Trump and Israel too,” he said. “Everywhere he wants to get migration
accepted. It won’t work. We are not alone and we will fight together … and we will succeed.”
In Europe, he cited as allies Hungary’s fellow Visegrad countries Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Poland,
whose ruling Law and Justice (PiS) party is also often at loggerheads with the EU. He said a victory for Silvio
Berlusconi’s party in Italy’s 4 March election would strengthen the nationalist fold.”
This call for a united European opposition to immigration may awaken the British people, who have constantly
been betrayed over the immigration issue, with UK Labour, and the conservatives planning to scrap a number of
laws presently holding back open borders-style immigration flooding:
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/02/uk-labour-plans-to-scrap-most-immigration-laws-inundate-country-with-muslim-migrants

“Pledging to ‘end family break-up through the immigration system’, the Labour Party is announcing it will scrap
a number of laws holding back mass migration. In a speech revealing Labour’s vision for migration policy postBrexit, Shadow Home Secretary Diane Abbott unveiled asylum and immigration policies that the Conservatives
warned would act as a ‘dangerous incentive’ to third world migrants tempted to make hazardous journeys to
Europe. Outlining the ‘fair and reasonable values’ on which Labour says it intends to set immigration rules,
Abbott said Labour would end “family break-up through the immigration system”.
The left-wing party would achieve this by allowing ‘child’ migrants to bring over family members —
particularly parents — effectively turning them into beachheads for a large-scale chain migration.”
Orbán has certainly made a good start, and based upon a return to the Christian values of Europe, which recent
immigration has eschewed, it may get the ball of survival rolling again. It is unquestionably more pleasant than
reporting on the latest reports of voodoo prostitution and killings!						
***

COMMO SPIES AMONG US By James Reed
Seen any communist spies lately? Well for
us Australians, probably our whole intellectual
infrastructure is full of communist Chinese agents. But,
that was the decision made by our power elites in the
Asianisation programme, to abandon the West and our
Anglo-Saxon heritage, to create a Chinese colony in the
former land of Australia. There is lip service about excess
Chinese influence now, but this is just what was created.
However, even in Britain communist spies get
rewarded, big time:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5404789/Senior-Labour-figuresspied-Russians-80s.html

“Jeremy Corbyn, John McDonnell and Ken
Livingstone were among a group of at least 15 Labour
figures who passed information to the Soviet Union,
a former Eastern-bloc agent has claimed. Former
Czechoslovak spy Jan Sarkocy said the hard-Left
politicians were ‘great sources’ in the 1980s. Mr
Sarkocy, 64, claims there is ‘no question’ Mr Corbyn
and his Labour colleagues knew he was a spy and said:
‘Everything was absolutely clear at the time.’
Mr Livingstone, then a Labour MP, was a ‘good boy’,
the Czech agent told the Sunday Telegraph.
He said he had met about ‘10 or 15’ Labour MPs
but did not name them. Labour has dismissed
Mr Sarkocy’s latest claims, which came after he
previously alleged Mr Corbyn was a paid informant of
the Czech secret police at the height of the Cold War.
Mr Livingstone last night denied the accusations,
saying they were a ‘tissue of lies’. He admitted
meeting a Russian ‘representative’ though said nothing
happened.”
True or not? Who knows, but it certainly seems
plausible enough since the sons and daughters of the
chattering class in the 1960s all loved communist
countries, and in fact still do. Consider the present media
response to North Korea, which should be viewed as
a major existential threat, but instead, gets a free ride
because, well, its part of the Leftist family of pets:
www.nationalreview.com/2018/02/why-media-fawning-over-north-korea/

“What Mr. Shapiro did not point out, but would
undoubtedly agree with, is that the media’s blind
spot extends to the North Korean regime’s racial
policies. As chronicled in the book The Cleanest Race
by B.R. Myers, North Korea is bound together by
a certain sense of blood loyalty more than any kind
of Communist dogma or Juche ideology. The North
Korean regime’s efforts to protect the racial and
cultural purity of the Korean people is an important
part of the government’s legitimacy. According to
Mr. Myers, the North Korean regime now admits
South Korea has been more successful in pursuing
economic growth, but only at the cost of becoming
what North Korea portrays as a decadent cultural
colony of the United States and its globalist system.
ON TARGET

Indeed, some white advocates also have sympathy for
North Korea for this reason, something you would
expect liberal reporters, who are so fond of playing
guilt-by-association, to seize upon and use against the
regime.
The error Mr. Shapiro makes is typical of
conservatives. He thinks the ‘what’ of politics, the
policies and system of government, is more important
than the ‘who’ of politics, the question of what group
benefits. The mainstream media seem quite willing
to tolerate authoritarianism and strong government if
they are in the service of non-whites. They condemn
Russia, Poland, and Hungary, not because they oppose
‘limited government principles’, but because they see
their governments as acting openly in the interests of
white populations and traditional Western values.
North Korea won praise because its military
adventurism, over-the-top nationalism and frank
racial chauvinism ostensibly benefit nonwhites.
Hungary, Poland and Russia are far more libertarian
than North Korea, and arguably more than some
Western countries that regulate political speech, such
as Germany. Yet in recent months, these right-leaning
governments are receiving worse press than North
Korea. If you are viewing this from the perspective of
‘limited government principles’, this makes no sense.
But viewed from the perspective of race and culture,
it makes perfect sense. And as long as Beltway Right
mouthpieces such as Mr. Shapiro fail to notice this,
conservatives will remain unable to combat media
bias.”
As this analysis makes clear, it is really the race factor
which tips the balance in the Leftoid’s position: if it can
help bring down the West, it is good: otherwise it is to
be condemned. Leftism is indeed a virus infection of the
mind, a form of White pathology, more dangerous than
any physical disease because is is an illness of the racial
soul of the West itself: http://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/far-left-groupcalls-for-murdering-republicans-as-revenge-for-florida-school-shooting_02162018

***

YOUNG PEOPLE’S WEBCAST FORUM

The time has come for the next generation to ‘pick
up the baton’ that their elders have been carrying for
most of their adult lives. To assist this objective we are
starting a WebCast Forum for young people to discuss
the issues of the day and work through to provide
practical Christian/Social Credit answers. All they need
is commitment and a reasonable internet connection.
Do you know of a likely candidate amongst your
immediate family and friends for this forum?
Email: info@thecross-roads.org
Have a peek online at what we have achieved so far
on the ‘seniors’ Webcast Forum. Go to the YouTube
channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/arnisluks13
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THE DEEP STATE (AND FRIENDS) IN ACTION By Charles Taylor
The US continues to deliver lessons to the world
about how the Deep State acts, to neutralise even
presidents it does not like. For example, top US officials
are telling the world to ignore President Trump’s tweets:

“The FBI apparently ignored evidence of Russian
involvement in the uranium market when they
approved the deal back in 2010,” said Peter Schweizer
of the Committee on Foreign Investment in the
United States’s (CFI) 2010 approval of the Russian
government’s purchasing of a majority stake in
Uranium One.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/top-us-officials-tell-the-worldto-ignore-trumps-tweets/2018/02/18/bc605236-14a2-11e8-942d16a950029788_story.html?utm_term=.fa630550c9d0

“Amid global anxiety about President Trump’s
approach to world affairs, U.S. officials had a message
for a gathering of Europe’s foreign policy elite this
weekend: Pay no attention to the man tweeting behind
the curtain. U.S. lawmakers — both Democrats and
Republicans — and top national security officials in
the Trump administration offered the same advice
publicly and privately, often clashing with Trump’s
Twitter stream: The United States remains staunchly
committed to its European allies, is furious with
the Kremlin about election interference and isn’t
contemplating a preemptive strike on North Korea to
halt its nuclear program. But Trump himself engaged
in a running counterpoint to the message, taking aim
on social media at his own national security adviser,
H.R. McMaster, because he ‘forgot’ on Saturday to tell
the Munich Security Conference that the results of the
2016 election weren’t affected by Russian interference,
a conclusion that is not supported by U.S. intelligence
agencies. They say they will probably never be able to
determine whether the Russian involvement swung the
election toward Trump.”
The Deep State is obsessed with creating war between
the US and Russia, perhaps in the insane belief that the
US can win it, because they hate Putin’s nationalism,
and see a war as a good ending to Trump. The fact that
Obama interfered in elections, is not considered, nor do
they follow through on the revelations about the financial
motives of the Clintons and the Uranium One deal:

Schweizer, president of the Government
Accountability Institute, offered his remarks in a
Monday interview on SiriusXM’s Breitbart News
Tonight with co-hosts Rebecca Mansour and Joel
Pollak. Robert Mueller — director of the FBI between
2001 and 2013 — must have known of corrupt
dealings related to the Uranium One deal in 2010, said
Schweizer.
[Bruce Campbell] testified before Congress,” said
Schweizer:
It was behind closed doors, so we don’t know the
details, but essentially he was asked about what
he knew as it related specifically to the Clinton
Foundation, and what you hear indirectly — I was
certainly not there — but what you hear indirectly
is that he was told specifically by the Russians to
work on helping get Uranium One approved. One of
the things that they did was the Russians hired the
lobbying firm APCO, and then APCO turned around
and essentially gave an in-kind or free donation to the
Clinton Foundation, valued somewhere in the order of
$3 million.”
The Uranium One corruption is an inconvenient truth
for the system, and is ignored by the mainstream media,
who cannot move beyond the appointed false news
narrative that Putin stole the 2016 election away from
Queen Hillary. How corrupt can the Deep State get? ***

ELECTION MEDDLING IS OK IF WE DO IT By Charles Taylor
The crazed Russia meddled in the US elections frenzy
continues, and no doubt will for all eternity, or until the
next president does what the establishment wants, and
declares war on Russia, dooming the US to oblivion.
Now we have the CIA openly admitting that the US
meddles in elections of other countries all of the time, but
that is fine because, well, we are the good guys:
“Bags of cash delivered to a Rome hotel for favored
Italian candidates. Scandalous stories leaked to
foreign newspapers to swing an election in Nicaragua.
Millions of pamphlets, posters and stickers printed to
defeat an incumbent in Serbia.
The long arm of Vladimir Putin? No, just a small
sample of the United States’ history of intervention in
foreign elections.
ON TARGET

“If you ask an intelligence officer, did the Russians
break the rules or do something bizarre, the answer is
no, not at all,” said Steven L. Hall, who retired in 2015
after 30 years at the C.I.A., where he was the chief
of Russian operations. The United States ‘absolutely’
has carried out such election influence operations
historically, he said, “and I hope we keep doing it.”
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/02/18/mcmaster-fbi-indictmentsprove-russia-meddled-in-us-elections.html

Thus, the entire narrative collapses, since these days it
is hardly reasonable to uncritically regard the US as the
‘good guys’. If the US can interfere in elections, then
so what if the Russians did? Isn’t that just globalism in
action? Have a bit of multiculturalism, please!
***
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DRINK UP YOUR POMEGRANATE JUICE! By Mrs Vera West
Having had a heart attack, and struggling to keep
cardiovascular disease under control, I naturally enough
found this NaturalNews.com article fascinating. It reports
on a study, where mice who were bred to be prone to
cardiovascular disease were fed pomegranate juice:
“According to the results of the study, pomegranate
extract served as a natural broom that cleaned plaque
sticking to the mice’s coronary arteries. This prevented
atherosclerosis, where the walls of the arteries get
thicker due to accumulating fatty materials that turn
into plaque.”
Of course, it is a bit of a jump to apply the results
mechanically to humans, but other studies involving
human subjects have delivered suggestive results:
“GreenMedInfo also reported that a separate
research study from 2004 discovered that year-long
consumption of pomegranate juice reversed the buildup of deadly plaque in the arteries of patients who
were suffering from plaque blockage of 70 to 90
percent of their internal carotid arteries.
“The mean intima media thickness of the left and
right common carotid arteries in severe carotid artery
stenosis patients that consumed pomegranate juice for
up to one year was reduced after three, six, nine, and
12 months of pomegranate juice consumption by 13%,

BECOMING A MAGICAL GENDERBENDER DRAGON! By Mrs Vera West

Here is my favourite politically correct article for this
week, getting 9 points:
http://metro.co.uk/2018/02/27/trans-species-woman-identifiesreptile-spent-42000-turning-dragon-7345554/

But, I suppose using the resources of modern surgery
to look like a dragon pales into insignificance compared
to the real dragons, an example being:
“Gita Nabavi was elected as one of the leaders of
Sweden’s Feminist Initiative party. Nabavi is a
supporter of increased migration to Sweden and of
zero deportations. “Ideally, I would like to see that
we have completely open borders and that no one is
deported, we are working in that direction,” Nabavi
told Swedish news outlet SVT Nyheter. When asked
about what to do with Stockholm’s truck terrorist,
who murdered 5 people, she said: “In that case,
we should deport anyone who commits crimes and
murders, where would they have to go? Just because
they are not born here does not mean they are not
our responsibility.” In Nabavi’s words criminals and
terrorist can stay in the country and shouldn’t be
deported, because Sweden is responsible for them….”
This is exactly the mind set which will lead to the
self-destruction of the West, and we have the same type’s
right here in Australia, populating the universities like
blowflies, and contaminating the tender minds of all
students.						***
ON TARGET

22%, 26%, and 35%, respectively,” said the 2004
Israeli study.
According to the researchers, pomegranate exhibited
three properties responsible for its effectiveness
against atherosclerosis.
First, pomegranate possesses antioxidant properties.
It prevents heart disease from overcoming the body’s
ability to purge toxins or repair damage.
Second, the fruit was proven to lower systolic blood
pressure. It can heal the endothelium lining the inner
part of the artery, allowing it to relax and function
properly.
Finally, pomegranate has a positive effect on plaquecausing lesions. By reducing cholesterol and lipid
peroxides as well as preventing oxidation of lowdensity lipoprotein, pomegranate makes the lesion
smaller and less capable of causing atherosclerosis.
Current medical knowledge diagnoses carotid artery
stenosis (the abnormal narrowing of the major blood
vessels that supply the brain and head) through the size
of the plaque-causing lesion. The second study also
suggested that measuring the quantity of cholesterol
in the blood does not give an accurate picture of the
body’s health. Low-density lipoproteins remained
benign unless oxidized. By improving the body’s
internal environment, pomegranate reduced the rate
at which bad cholesterol got oxidized into plaque,
thereby preventing atherosclerosis.
Finally, the study showed that pomegranate juice does
not interfere with conventional drugs. In fact, it either
complemented or compensated for them”
All in all, one glass of this juice with the evening meal
can take the place of a beer or wine, and help the old
ticker!							***
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